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News
Playbook: “The Big Six — the tax writing chairmen, top GOP leaders 
and top White House advisers — are releasing a framework at the end 
of the month. The framework might or might not have rate targets, but 
our sources tell us it will be a meaty document. Then the committees 
will hold markups. Republicans are aiming to pass the budget in mid-
October. If they get that done — far from a sure thing — they’ll have 
fewer than 20 legislative days to rally support around and pass tax 
reform. Oh yeah, they need to keep the government open.”

A new HuffPost/YouGov poll finds that Republicans 
approved of President Trump’s decision to side with 
Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and House 
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi over his own party’s 
leadership on the debt ceiling deal, 62% to 18%. Trump 
voters registered their support by an even broader 
margin, 69% to 14%. A new Politico/Morning Consult 
poll finds that, by a 56% to 28% margin, Republicans 
said they trust President Trump more than they trust 
Republican leaders to work with Democrats in Congress 
to achieve certain policy outcomes.

Politico: “It’s still anyone’s guess whether the bill’s backers can get to 
50 votes. One Republican senator suggested that McConnell may 
ultimately decide to bring the bill up for another failed vote, in part to 
show GOP donors and President Trump that the Senate GOP tried 
again.” Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) was quoted by the Associated 
Press: “We’re going to vote. Everybody will be held accountable.”
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News
In November 2016, after holding their majorities in 
both the House and the Senate and winning the 
White House, Republican Party leaders declared their 
top priority would be to repeal and replace the 
Affordable Care Act. Speaker of the House Paul 
Ryan (R-WI) noted that the party had already shown 
it could get a repeal bill to the President without help 
from minority party Democrats (Steinhauer 2016a).  
Another House Republican cited an “ironclad 
commitment” to repeal the law (Pear and Kaplan 
2016). And the House had cast over 50 roll call votes 
on the floor to repeal President Obama’s signature 
healthcare act by March of 2014 (O’Keefe 2014).

The Republican replacement measure, the American Health Care Act, was unveiled on March 
6, 2017. On March 22, the House adopted both the previous question motion and Hres 221, 
which allowed consideration of Hres 228. The previous question motion was adopted on a pure 
party-line vote, 233-185, and the rule by 227-189 votes with only four Republicans voting no. 
On March 24, the House adopted the previous question motion on Hres 228 on another party-
line vote, 236-186. The rule was than adopted 230-194 with six Republican noes. Despite 
pledges of unity, House leaders than pulled the bill after determining they lacked a majority in 
favor of the measure. 

News

On May 4th, the House adopted the previous question motion on another special rule, Hres
308, 235-193, with one Republican no. The rule than passed by an identical margin. The bill 
than passed by a much more narrow 217-213 margin, with 20 defections. Altogether, the six 
procedural votes in the House demonstrated a very unified Republican Party that cast 1396 
“yes” votes with just 12 “noes”, for a winning coalition of 99.25%. The final passage vote 
demonstrated a more divided chamber, one that fit with media coverage, with a coalition of 
91.56%, and most defectors coming from the center of the isle. 

Third Parties and Partisan Realignment

What drives the ideological movement of parties? 

What effects do third parties have in American 
elections?

Miller and Schofield (2003, 245): “Politics may 
appear to be characterized by a single cleavage, but 
this is because the two parties [led by ideological 
activists] themselves ‘organize’ politics along the 
dimension that separates them. Party disagreement 
on one dimension of politics makes that dimension 
more salient, while the other dimension is obscured 
by tacit party agreement.”
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Third Parties and Partisan Realignment

Third Parties and Partisan Realignment

Third Parties and Partisan Realignment

To maximize their vote share relative to their 
opponents, parties engage in “flanking” 
maneuvers.  

For the modern Republican party, this would 
mean picking up economic liberals/social 
moderates.

Third parties – two types:

Dragging (like Ralph Nader) – encourage the 
party to move back to an old position.

Leading (like George Wallace) – encourage 
the party to adopt a new position.

"There's not a dime's worth of difference 
between the Democrat and Republican 
parties.” – Former Governor and 
Presidential Candidate George Wallace (D-
AL)
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Conclusion

Questions?  For Monday: Chapter 6 and the Boehner reading.

Enjoy the rest of your day!




